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Your comment: Just one suggestion: tell the truth: Citizen, is your slave class. If you choose an
ethnicity, that says we can color you up with fake laws... Here's what to expect: you will be looked at as
an employee, always on the clock, subject to at least a million pages of text rules, through many many
areas of law that do not work together. You'll be shown about a page of those laws, and highly
discouraged from looking any further. You won't be paid for this, ever, if we can help it. When your born,
we bifurcate you. Your parents, then you, get the half that gets in trouble, takes all the responsibilities..
We take the half the gets to have all the fun, cuz that half is wealthy, worth it's weight in gold... That's
who u are, now let's talk what you are. You are a piece of property, our little piggy, and little piggy
bank.... We take all the"money" out yo belly, and fill you up with poison and confusion. We call the
language babble.... And y'all just babble on and on.. so, our little piggy pet, you get a mind, and that
entertains us, but as a piggy bank, your also a savings to us. And while we do slice off strips of you,
from time to time, u lil bacon machine,we also utilize every bit of you. You are a commodity, surety,
security, all the things above, as well as a source of creative energy. When we bifurcated you, and took
the good half, with our half, we further chop you into bits, and monetize each one, ten times over...
You're our little fractional retard... Here's what you should know, little piggy. You are the money. But all
butchered, you can't see that. We tell u, you have poor credit, and you need credit to survive here.
Make u fill out loan applications, and your signature pays us, upon signature. Then a loan contract pays
us again.. and again.. first you pay up front double, then u pay back double or triple, of what you're
pignature created into existence for us.... That allows us to then create 10 times what you made, to use
for us to profit loaning to other little piggies, creating stocks and bonds, and a myriad of other profit
schemes. We set you up to fail, attempt to help that along, and if we fail to cause you to fail, we create
an event, that'll shut you down indirectly... That way, we get your property back, 10-100k for every
thousand you "borrow," (create), all the payments you make... AND... This where it gets good, we
insure you for all that, the entirety of the profits if you fail, or we help ya to.... And we make you pay for
it all, but....no benefit for you. The laws we teach you... We sloppily break those, so you think the bank
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courts will deliver justice.... But.... You don't get justice..We made your mommy give you to us, and in
fairness, we gave you till age 5 to smarten up and free yourself.... Silly little piggy... We gotcha anyway,
by attachment thru adhesion contract and tacit agreement. Anything I missed in how your banking
works? Other than denying us through cowardice and deceit,all our right to setoff? Our gold? Our
freedom? After you downturned this economy.con, and my home gets taken, shortly, are their any
finance professionals who shouldn't be executed? And why? Community reinvestment act? Ha! Here's
a reinvestment suggestion: let my sheople go! Every last one of you shall be held to account. Better
yet, one of you scum bags should come face me to take this place.... After all, this whole cofraud is
y'all's creation, come gather your own fruits...


